No. MSDE- 18011/12/CTS/June-19/2018-TTC

Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

******

Employment Exchange Building, Library Avenue,
PUSA Campus, New Delhi-12, Dated 09th October, 2019

To,

(i) All the State Directors/UTs (Dealing with Craftsmen Training Scheme).
(ii) The Principal, NSTI/ NSTI(W), DGT, MSDE.
(iii) The Regional Director, RDSDE, DGT, MSDE.

Subject:- Uploading of Practical and Engineering Drawing marks of Semester-I/II/III/IV for the trainees appeared in AITT under CTS held in July/August, 2019 regarding.

Sir,

As you are aware that the AITT under CTS (Semester System) was held from 22.07.2019 to 09.08.2019 and NCVT MIS Portal is open for uploading of marks for result processing, but it is observed from the Semester Status report generated from NCVT MIS Portal that the uploading of Practical and Engineering Drawing marks by most of the State Directorates is still pending.

In this regard, it is to inform that NCVT MIS Portal will remain open for uploading of marks till 16.10.2019 only. The result will be processed only for the states who has completed their upload. The concerned state Directorate only will be responsible for the delay in declaration of result for your state due to late upload of Practical and Engineering Drawing marks.

In view of above, you are requested to direct the concern officials to complete the uploading of Practical and Engineering Drawing marks of semester system exam in NCVT MIS Portal latest by 16.10.2019, so that the results of AITT held in July/August, 2019 may be processed and declared at the earliest.

**The schedule for uploading of Engineering Drawing & Practical marks for annual system of examination for the trainees admitted August, 2018 will be communicated later.**

Yours faithfully

(K. Singh)
Deputy Director of Training
For Director (TTC)